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Abstract: With the continuous reform and development of higher vocational education system in China, interactive multimedia model has been better applied, and also plays a better role in the whole education system. Especially in the teaching of computer software, the application of this teaching technology can significantly ensure the effectiveness of teaching, guide students to learn independently, and ensure that all kinds of knowledge can be truly mastered by students. This paper first expounds the application advantages of interactive multimedia teaching. Then, on the basis of defining the current computer software teaching in higher vocational colleges in China, it comprehensively discusses the teaching mode of computer software in higher vocational education based on the interactive multimedia teaching from four aspects: stimulating students' interest in learning, fully reflecting students' principal position, strengthening communication between teachers and students, and giving full play to the functions of electronic whiteboard.

1. Introduction

In the process of the development of information-based teaching system in our country, multimedia teaching has been widely used in all stages of education in our country. But in the long-term process, multimedia technology also shows some disadvantages. For example, some teachers blindly display the teaching contents while using multimedia, ignore the communication with students, making multimedia teaching become an Indoctrination teaching. In this case, the interactive multimedia model has been applied in all stages of education in our country, which can also better improve the problems of general multimedia teaching. According to the actual situation of computer software teaching in higher vocational colleges, this paper mainly demonstrates the specific operation of this new teaching mode from various angles, in light of guiding the innovation and development of information-based teaching mode.

2. The analysis on advantages of applying interactive multimedia teaching

Compared with the general multimedia teaching mode, interactive multimedia teaching has many advantages, and has broad application areas in higher vocational computer software teaching. Firstly, this kind of teaching mode emphasizes the interaction between teachers and students, thus promoting extensive communication between teachers and students in the specific process and better improving the final teaching effect [1]. Secondly, this kind of teaching mode is very flexible in classroom teaching, which can better show the key points and difficulties in computer software teaching, so that students can have an intuitive understanding of curriculum knowledge, and eliminate all kinds of difficulties encountered in the learning process. Thirdly, this kind of teaching mode can really put the student group in the main position of the whole teaching system, and give the students a certain degree of autonomous choice, so that they can choose the teaching content they want to learn and read. And it can improve the final teaching effect.

3. Current situations of computer software teaching in higher vocational colleges in China

Higher vocational colleges in China are important places for training skilled talents. The main purpose of computer software teaching is to cultivate students with good computer literacy. And
students can learn some software operation skills during the course, in order to improve their mastery of various software skills and improve their comprehensive quality level. However, according to the actual situation of computer software teaching in most of higher vocational colleges in our country, the teaching effect of quite a few colleges in this respect is still very limited. On the one hand, the quality of students in higher vocational colleges is relatively poor, and many students are not interested in learning [2]. The process of computer software teaching is relatively dull, thus making it difficult to stimulate students' interest in learning and ultimately making students separate from the teaching classroom. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve better teaching results. On the other hand, computer software teaching in higher vocational colleges uses limited multimedia teaching mode. It still stays in the information display of ordinary multimedia courseware, which makes students only passively receive all kinds of information in the teaching process, and ultimately leads to the transformation of multimedia teaching into an indoctrination teaching mode. So it is difficult to achieve better teaching effect. In this case, according to the current situation of computer software teaching, it is necessary to analyze the application of interactive teaching mode.

4. The analysis on computer software teaching model in higher vocational education based on interactive multimedia teaching

4.1 Stimulating students' interest in learning.

The application of interactive multimedia mode can help computer teachers in higher vocational colleges to transform complex and abstract contents in software teaching into vivid and intuitive elements, such as images and videos, and to integrate interesting topics into the class. This way may be conducive to the whole computer software teaching system, changing the dull sense of traditional curriculum teaching, and stimulating every student's interest in learning. In order to ensure that interactive multimedia model can achieve better results, teachers should pay attention to investigating what the students are interested in during the preparation stage of curriculum teaching, and then they should integrate the contents into the corresponding courseware system [3]. When designing courseware, teachers should also pay attention to the richness of the internal elements of courseware. They should integrate texts, animation, music, video and so on into the courseware in proportion, thus fully mobilizing the multiple sensory elements of students and ultimately helping students to achieve better learning results.

4.2 Fully reflecting students' principal position.

In the interactive multimedia mode, teachers and students have equal interactive communication status. Teachers are the organizers of the whole teaching activities and the guiders of students' participation in teaching activities. Therefore, when implementing this teaching mode, teachers should also pay attention to highlighting the dominant position of students. Teachers should provide rich and colorful teaching content in the interactive interface, and display various teaching modules with pictures and texts. For students, the whole interactive interface should also leave some space for students to choose independently, so that they can actively choose the corresponding teaching content according to their learning needs and interest points. In this way, the students' psychological conflict with computer software teaching will be significantly reduced and their subjective initiative will be brought into full play in the whole teaching activities.

4.3 Strengthening communication between teachers and students.

Compared with ordinary multimedia, interactive multimedia teaching is characterized by the interaction in the teaching process, which can provide communication channels for teachers and students and strengthen the communication between them, so as to improve the final teaching effect. Considering the overall mode of interactive multimedia teaching, this kind of interaction can be divided into two aspects. First, it refers to using teaching problems to set up interaction point and leading students to discuss various problems with teachers in the teaching process. This also
requires teachers set up various problems, according to the teaching content, when making multimedia courseware. When setting the problems, teachers should choose the problems with moderate difficulty, which can not only enable students to better understand the teaching content, but also not frustrate the enthusiasm of students to participate in teaching because of the difficulties [3]. Secondly, it refers to making use of the characteristics of interactive multimedia teaching mode and letting students directly participate in the teaching design. For example, in the teaching process of office software, some students in the class have learned enough knowledge of the use of office software in high school or other ways. Therefore, teachers can consider reserving a certain degree of freedom for students with good skills in software to participate in the teaching design, or teachers directly let students explain the contents with multimedia courseware, while teachers just supplement some contents. This way can be conducive to setting up efficient interaction between teachers and students, in order to ensure the final teaching effect [4,5].

4.4 Giving full play to the functions of electronic whiteboard.

In the interactive multimedia teaching mode, the electronic whiteboard is often used, and also has become one of the important teaching tools (as shown in Figure 1). Therefore, higher vocational computer teachers should also give full play to the function of the electronic whiteboard. When using the electronic whiteboard, due to the limitation of writing area, teachers can flexibly use annotations to supplement the teaching contents, and can mark out the key and difficult points in software teaching by picture-text comparison and highlighting marks. Finally, students can intuitively understand all kinds of key and difficult points [6,7]. In addition, in the practical course of computer software teaching, teachers can also use the electronic whiteboard when using the host computer to display information on students’ computers. The electronic whiteboard can be put on the side of each student's computer, and teachers input some key information to interact with students in the process of teaching, which finally can play a better teaching effect.

![Figure 1 Display Figure for Use of Electronic Whiteboard](image)

5. Conclusion

Compared with the general multimedia teaching mode, the introduction of interactive overall elements can strengthen the communication between students and teachers, and ultimately improve the teaching effectiveness. Therefore, computer software teaching in higher vocational colleges should fully clarify the importance of this teaching mode, and actively explore the key points of interactive teaching in peacetime. Each computer teacher should also introduce the interactive
points and problem points based on the software course teaching content, which can really stimulate students’ interest in teaching problems and interactive content. Only in this way can the students wholeheartedly participate in the teaching activities. And the final teaching effect can be better guaranteed.
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